Submission guidelines
This guidebook will cover all the best
practices and pitfalls while creating
most compelling design presentations
on Uni.xyz

There is a considerable difference in various electronic media eg. phones, print, web, kindle, etc. and similarly their visual
experiences differ heavily.
A lot of effort goes into these competition / projects and there
are small rooms of improvement that can make these
presentations even more promising, on Uni.xyz.
This compilation speaks about commonly occuring pitfalls and
their alternative best practices that can help participants take
decisions that make their projects look best.

Premise
Overall intent, background and
purpose of this guidebook is
laid down here.

The guidelines are not mandated - but are generic suggestions that
could be considered while converting design into output images.
We hope you will find this document useful before your upcoming
project upload.

Team Uni
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While direct copy pasting is fast, notice the lines that
appear beneath your text before hand. This may give
you an insight on unforeseen typeset errors that might
have happened.

A clear window indicates no corrections needed in
typeset however go through any written text twice; as
after this your submission goes live on the portal.

0
Typeset errors
A very basic, yet a crucial
aspect while composing an
online presentation. As
composing a design entry
involves copy-pasting a set of
text entries from previously
written data, we sometimes
do not stress upon the typing
errors.
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1
Typeface
The choice of typeface is a
very designer specific
selection and we understand
things may vary from project
to project. However, in a web
presentation - readability
pays in the longer run.

Typefaces are built for a specific purpose and when
used incorrectly , may interfere with it’s basic intent to deliver information. Use typography liberally - but
not at the cost of readability.

We do not advocate a particular typeface or a
typestyle but a clearly laid font is what we always
vouch for. The above difference clearly speaks what
we mean to convey here.
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2
Overlaps
Another error that may sound
too basic but causes a huge
setback to your presentation
is overlay on images. Sheet
composition may vary from
project to project but check
whether your entry is devoid
of this commonly occuring
error.

Overlaps between different components of sheets
cause issues in delivering your design intent
successfully, hence always make a quick check
whether the components of the sheets land clearly
on the uploaded files.

Clearly demarcated composition, laid out well with
images and texts placed at regular distances will
convey your presentations most effectively, as
shown above.
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3
Content
The Uni.xyz platform offers
you a very different way to
display your content and
convey your design projects
with maximum detail on
demand.
Text on images are not the best way to talk about the
design project. We have learnt this by looking at 100s
of projects submitted on Uni.xyz. They make good
presentation boards look too dense to be read and
may make your audience flip to the next image.

Write as less as possible on your images, write
composed descriptive details of your design in FAQ
section. Distribute your words and information evenly
across the prescribed presentation board limits stated
by the competition brief.
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4
Background
Background images are great
to give an overall mood to the
presentation, but sometimes
they cause disturbance rather
than pleasing in a web
presentation.
Visually this composition may look better than the one
next to it, but on the grounds of readability the
background only hampers the visual deliverability of
the content served here.

A clear background or a monotone color may not be
the most visually appealing choice to many
designers out there, but without a doubt clarity
outweighs - looks in a web presentation.
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5
Colours
Again, a choice left to
designer and may seem
obvious to many. We have
seen great design boards
not being able to deliver a
clear outline of their
project due such basic
errors.

A lack of good contrast between foreground and
background of the image, reduces the sheet’s legibility
considerably and shall be checked on the computer
display from a distance.

A good contrast will support any color combination
and still offer readability. This takes a little trial and
error, on different screens to extract best
appeareance on changing displays.
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6
Orientation
Uni.xyz is primarily PC/
Desktop based website
currently and orientations
have a big role to play in
such medium.
In a portrait format of presentation there are blank
spaces created on both sides of the presentation
images. This doesn’t mean portrait layouts are
prohibited/cannot be used, but they have a largely
unused space next to them in image carousel.

Landscape images cover the full span of the PC/Laptop
screen enabling your presentation boards display
information on screen more effectively. As the jury/
audience go through alot of projects at once, this wider
view may give more insight of your presentation.
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7
Marking order
As the presentation involves
multiple sheets/images, a
sequence is an integral part of
the narration.

A presentation without a clearly marked sequence
doesn’t bridge the reader’s idea from board to board.

An overall well laid down numbering on every sheet,
that gives an idea of the presentation in order gives a
clear picture of your project. Also it enables the viewer
to arrange them if they accidentally fall off sequence.
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8
Cover
A cover image creates the
first impression, and
sometimes the most
important part of the
presentation as well.
As your cover image/description reflects how your project looks like
from the outside (the feed), it drives most of the probability to attract the
viewer to your project page. Spend time to compose it.
It is your first impression and can be your last.
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9
Tags
Tags are a great way to build:
1. A reach - It increases your
searchability.
2. A targeted reach - It attracts
relevant audience to your
project page.
Select or create tags that match with your project judiciously. They drive
your project’s searchability in and around uni.xyz. Relevant tags attract
relevant audience to your project page, leading to more appreciations/
discussions.
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FAQs
UNI platform provides you the
unique ability to add FAQs
along with your entries. They
are the avenues to talk about
the hidden backstories that
are usually left unspoken
when discussing design.

Add FAQ - by formulating questions that talk about the most key aspects
of your design. DO NOT add irrelevant questions just to finish submission
criteria. Instead spend time in formulating the right questions and answer
them with utmost interest as this will build a much richer audience for
your project.
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11
FAQ - Detail
Adding an FAQ is easy
but what creates a great
discussion? Secrets shared
here.

Adding FAQ is easy - but creating a meaningful + appealing discussion has some technique to it. Use rich text
formatting to emphasize on key aspects of your answers. Include images in your discussions. There is no
character limit on the answers section - but a well framed answer can be narrated in 200-300 words has the
best audience retention likeliness.
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11
Publishing
Always review your work
before publishing. If there’s
something missing, you may
save your progress and
come back whenever ready.
When uploading an entry for competition,save button retains your information while submitting your entry. If
you wish to keep your project private - you can complete your entry and click save to finish your submission.
By this mode you will not be participating in people's choice category of competition/awards. By clicking
publish you make your project live on Uni.xyz - that enables other users to see-discuss-appreciate your
project - This step is mandatory if you wish to put your project eligible for people's choice award.
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Have any other tip for nailing
presentations at Uni.xyz? Why not share
at contact@uni.xyz

www.uni.xyz

